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Executive Summary 

 

Virginia Tech has a great deal of work related to the environment.  In an effort to alleviate the 

Virginia Water Resources Research Center’s (VWRRC) server strain in hosting these 

collaborated works, we have begun to archive this work at VTechWorks.  With the new hosting 

of these multitudinous documents at VTechWorks, more than five decades of Virginia Tech’s 

water research is now more searchable and detailed than ever before.  With the new empowered 

ability to search by issue dates, authors, titles, subjects, series, and more, we hope that the 

community of Virginia’s water resources prospers within the College of Natural Resources and 

Environment. 

From the initial scan of the Virginia Water Resources Research Center’s website 

(http://vwrrc.vt.edu/), we were able to identify 394 unique PDF documents for which we 

extracted metadata.  Some documents were not able to be restored from the original website, 

which we describe later in the paper. In general, we wrote code in Java in order to retrieve these 

papers from the website, utilizing JSoup and OpenCloud for retrieving publications and inserting 

metadata into said publications.  After this initial import, we did subsequent processing which 

grouped similar items together and provided a clearer naming schema for newsletters, bulletins, 

special reports, and educational reports.  We found that the majority of the documents were 

bulletins, followed by special and educational reports.  Overall, we feel that the most important 

task accomplished in our project was the relocation of these documents to VTechWorks and the 

newfound ability to search through these documents. Previously, the VWRRC had been using an 

old website with simple HTML to keep track of these publications, but now, new visitors can 

utilize VTechWorks’ system to search through publications via tags. 
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Users’ Manual 

 

 

Since our main part in this project was to upload documents to VTechWorks, it is helpful to view 

a search page which can be used to find these documents. Although the approval process has not 

fully been completed for the documents which we have uploaded, we do have a preliminary 

listing of these documents. You must be on location at Virginia Tech’s Blacksburg campus to 

access these, or obtain a VPN account through Virginia Tech Network Services.  This listing can 

be found here: http://developer.tower.lib.vt.edu/handle/123456789/38854/browse, and the 

collection name is “Report Test 3.” If VWRRC’s documents do not appear under this collection 

name, please contact Zhiwu Xie at zhiwuxie@vt.edu or Nathan Hall at nfhall@vt.edu for further 

acknowledgement about the project’s current approval status.  

At the bottom of this page are two helpful tables describing the files we processed for VWRRC. 

Table 1 lists documents which were noted on VWRRC’s website but were invalid and could not 

be added to VTechWorks. On the other hand, a full listing of the documents present in the 

VTechWorks system can be seen in Figure 2. 

With regards to VWRRC’s new website, please see the screenshots in figures 3-9 (located below 

the tables) for more information regarding the redesign process. If there are any questions 

regarding these screenshots, please send a message to Gloria Schoenholtz (schoeng@vt.edu).   

Figure 1: Excluded Documents and Reasons for Removal 

Document Name / Reference ID Reason for Removal 

Bulletin083.pdf Unable to load PDF (corrupted) 

Sr171999.pdf Irretrievable text contents 

Sr181985.pdf Irretrievable text contents 

Bulletin65 No abstract or PDF associated with item 

Bulletin64 No abstract or PDF associated with item 

Bulletin37 No abstract or PDF associated with item 

Bulletin056 / Bulletin56 Duplicates; Bulletin056 removed 

December #47 / December #47 1-col Duplicates; December #47 1-col removed 

ER – 1993 “Guidelines for Liming…” Rotated and irretrievable text contents 
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Figure 2: Types of Documents and Number of Associated Documents 

Type of Document Number of Associated Documents 

Proceeding 21 

Bulletin 180 

Special or Educational Report 14 

Newsletter 94 

 

Total 394 

 

  
Figure 3: The new homepage of the VWRRC, displaying funding and grant information, along 

with links on the righthand side of the page to three blogs/podcasts related to news. 
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Figure 4: The contents of the community menu, displaying the new organization for content in 

the VWRRC page.
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Figure 5: The contents of the discovery menu. Grants, publications, and projects the VWRRC 

has recently worked on are displayed.
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Figure 6: The contents of the education menu include Undergraduate and Graduate studies, as 

well as internship and fellowship information.
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Figure 7: A greatly simplified About Us menu.
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Figure 8: The Water Blogs page, which displays more details about each of the blogs listed on 

the right. This enables the user to choose an appropriate blog that is relevant to their interests. 
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Figure 9: The grants page, which displays recent grants received by year, along with an 

explanation of each grant. 
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Developer’s Manual 

 

 

 

Issues and Answers Regarding Serial Indexing and Post Processing 

 

Problem 1: 

There were issues with the splitting of some provided subjects on the Bulletins webpage before 

we were able to extract necessary metadata. Since the subjects were often long strings with 

various separators (spaces, commas, and semicolons), the original version of our software 

mistagged some items by assuming that all the tags listed for each item were in fact one longer 

tag. For additional reference on this issue, see the various formats of subjects on the following 

webpage: http://vwrrc.vt.edu/bulletins.html.   

 

Solution 1: 

We were able to work out this issue by using regular expressions to analyze text on the VWRRC 

website and determine how many tags were specified for each item. As a result, subjects should 

now properly split apart rather than staying together as one long string. For example, 

"Groundwater seepage, estuaries, Chesapeake Bay" will not be one subject anymore -- they will 

be "Groundwater seepage," "estuaries," and "Chesapeake Bay" respectively. 

 

Problem 2: 

Another issue encountered was that several PDFs on the VWRRC Special Reports/Educational 

Reports webpage (see http://vwrrc.vt.edu/special_reports.html) were not marked as ER/SR.  Upon 

investigation, these PDFs did not seem to contain "Educational Report" or "Special Report."   

 

Solution 2: 

These PDFs have been marked for processing, but will not undergo serial title indexing. We 

changed the titles generated by our code for Bulletins, Special Reports, and Educational Reports 

such that they now follow these patterns for serial title indexing: 

Bulletin No. ### 

Special Report YYYY #XX  

Educational Report YYYY #XX 

 

Since many educational and special reports had overlapping issue numbers, it was necessary to 

provide the year to avoid collisions with the serial indexing. 

 

http://vwrrc.vt.edu/bulletins.html
http://vwrrc.vt.edu/special_reports.html
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Using this format will allow for unique identification and sorting. 

Examples: 

SR12-1980 From Cropland to Concrete: The Urbanization of Farmland in Virginia 

SR12-1999 The Potential for Developing Mine Cavity Water for Water Supplies: 

Institutional and Water Quality Issues 

 

These could not simply be "Special Report 12," they must be "Special Report 1980 #12" and 

"Special Report 1999 #12" respectively to maintain uniqueness. 

 

Problem 3: 

After further processing, we found 27 similar/duplicate Newsletters, only differing by "one 

column" vs. "two column" display. 

 

Solution 3: 

We have merged these together and updated their respective contents file to indicate multiple 

PDFs are in the same directory. 

After fixing the above problems, our final upload size indicated 367 items -- 911,102 KB when 

zipped.  A current functional download link of these items can be found online at this URL: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/hntotaqnxpd3rer/output3.zip. This ZIP file is useful if you would 

like to obtain a full collection of documents and associated metadata instead of searching 

VTechWorks for a few specific documents as a normal user would. Note that each metadata file 

in the ZIP archive is in DSPACE format, which is understood by VTechWorks’ system. Finally, 

it is also important to note that this ZIP can be distributed publically – it contains the same 

information that exists on VTechWorks, only in a compressed and more easily accessible form 

for a developer. 
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Adding New Documents 

 

Adding new documents to the system is relatively painless once one understands how 

VTechWorks expects documents. The system assumes each new document will exist in its own 

folder with the folder name set as a number that is one higher than the highest numbered folder 

in the collection. This is best illustrated through a simple example. 

 

Let’s say we have the following directories all in the same root directory called upload_dir: 

--- upload_dir 

       --- 1 

       --- 2 

       --- 3 

       --- 4 

       --- 5 

 

If you want to add a new document, create a new folder named “6” since the highest number in 

the root directory is “5”. If starting a new collection, simply create a root folder, and then another 

folder named “1” inside this root directory. In any case, inside this new folder called you must 

place 2 files along with any documents you wish to upload: 

 contents – a text file containing the document names you want to upload, one per line. 

Typically, this file contains only one line as there is usually a one-to-one mapping 

between metadata and each document. This line should read without quotes: 

“filename.pdf” and filename.pdf must also be placed in the same directory as 

contents for this file to be used appropriately. 

 

 dublin_core.xml – an xml file containing metadata for the document(s) described in 

contents. Here is an example Dublin_core.xml, which relates to a document titled “Water 

Quality and You”: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?> 

<dublin_core schema="dc"> 

<dcvalue element="contributor" 

qualifier="author">Virginia Tech</dcvalue> 

<dcvalue element="date" language="en_US" 

qualifier="issued">2007</dcvalue> 

<dcvalue element="language" language="en_US" 

qualifier="iso">en_US</dcvalue> 

<dcvalue element="subject" language="en_US" 

qualifier="none">water</dcvalue> 

<dcvalue element="subject" language="en_US" 

qualifier="none">virginia</dcvalue> 

<dcvalue element="subject" language="en_US" 

qualifier="none">mercurio</dcvalue> 
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<dcvalue element="subject" language="en_US" 

qualifier="none">aguas</dcvalue> 

<dcvalue element="subject" language="en_US" 

qualifier="none">mercury</dcvalue> 

<dcvalue element="subject" language="en_US" 

qualifier="none">pueden</dcvalue> 

<dcvalue element="subject" language="en_US" 

qualifier="none">sobre</dcvalue> 

<dcvalue element="subject" language="en_US" 

qualifier="none">drinking</dcvalue> 

<dcvalue element="subject" language="en_US" 

qualifier="none">personas</dcvalue> 

<dcvalue element="subject" language="en_US" 

qualifier="none">health</dcvalue> 

<dcvalue element="title" language="en_US" 

qualifier="none">Water Quality and You</dcvalue> 

</dublin_core> 

 

 Finally, upon adding this new folder with the files described above, select all folders in 

the root directory and add them to a ZIP archive, then email the ZIP archive to Zhiwu Xie 

(zhiwuxie@vt.edu) who will add the files for processing on VTechWorks. 
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VWRRC’s Website Redesign 

 

VWRRC is currently in the process of a website redesign. Due to time constraints, we had to 

focus mainly on VTechWorks integration, but we did give staff members advice on how to 

improve content delivery in addition to what is described above related to VTechWorks. 

The following items, with the person responsible for the idea noted on the left, are what we came 

up with to help them with their new website:  

1. Eric: When similar elements are arranged together, such as "Water Blogs," "Water 

News," and "Water Events," it makes sense to sort these items in alphabetical order and 

display them in that same order. This is because it is sometimes more natural for a user to 

understand items that are arranged alphabetically.  However, if you want to establish 

precedence and importance of URLs in a top-down fashion, that's fine too. 

 

2. Eric: Brevity of text and logos are nice for navigation.  Some keywords or words can be 

rearranged so that it's easier and quicker to read.  For example, "Water Blogs," "Water 

News," and "Water Events" could all be arranged to "Blogs," "News," and "Events." if 

they're all grouped by "Water" regardless.  

 

3. Ben: When linking to pages, which is common for partner sites, try to follow the "pretty 

URL naming scheme."  By this, we mean that for a link such as 

water_links_about_groundwater.html becomes water-links-about-groundwater.  This 

helps with Google's search indexing and page ranking which can increase popularity for 

your website.   

This can be done by modifying the .htaccess file -- 

see: http://www.addedbytes.com/articles/for-beginners/url-rewriting-for-beginners/ for 

more information. 

 

4. Ben: We talked about possibly merging blogs together; there are several really great 

posts about this available online.  Here's one we found really 

useful: http://blog.osmosio.com/merge-combine-multiple-wordpress-blogs/  

 

Since VWRRC is still developing their website, they have not yet had time to implement our 

features and therefore no testing has been done. However, we both anticipate that these features 

should be easy to implement as we have used such practices on our own websites: 

http://bakatz.com and http://ehotinger.com. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.addedbytes.com/articles/for-beginners/url-rewriting-for-beginners/
http://blog.osmosio.com/merge-combine-multiple-wordpress-blogs/
http://bakatz.com/
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Code for XML Generation, Parsers, and More 

 

All code related to this project will be uploaded as an associated file to this report to 

VTechWorks.  All code is written in Java, compiled with SE-1.7.  A short description has been 

placed below for each Java file; please refer to the other documentation for further information. 

 

File Name Purpose 

GenerateReadableMetaData.java Generates a readable metadata .txt for all of 

the publications 

GenerateXML.java Generates XML for VTechWorks based on all 

publications’ data 

ParseProceedings.java Parses the Proceedings from VWRRC and 

stores them in UploadObjects for further 

processing. 

ParseBulletins.java Parses the Bulletins from VWRRC and stores 

them in UploadObjects for further processing. 

ParseSpecialReports.java Parses Special Reports and Educational 

Reports from VWRRC and stores them in 

UploadObjects for further processing. 

ParseNewsletters.java Parses Newsletters from VWRRC and stores 

them in UploadObjects for further processing. 

PDFTextParser.java Parses any given PDF text document into text. 

UploadObject.java A simple class containing properties of any 

given publication, which makes it easy for us 

to iterate through and print out all results.  

Also contains a method generateWordCloud() 

which processes its associated PDF and 

generates a list of 10 subjects for each related 

document. 

bulletins.txt Bulletins information, scanned from 

VWRRC’s website 

specialreports.txt Special Reports & Educational Reports 

information, scanned from VWRRC’s 

website. 
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Lessons Learned 

 

 

1. Dirty data is difficult to manage.  It’s nearly impossible to code everything perfectly to 

eliminate some dirty data instances.  Sometimes, you’re better off just doing it by hand 

(even though it’s tedious) because you’ll save a lot of time.  In many situations, including 

our own, you’ll hit a brick wall where there’s not much else you can do 

programmatically; further results have to be fixed manually in order to be improved 

upon. 

 

2. Communication is important.  Prior to this project, we were set on creating a Digital 

Library for educational learning.  The project was cancelled because the PhD student in 

charge did not quite know what he wanted from us. We were then forced to switch 

projects, and we were off to a very late start creating a digital library for VWRRC.  

Communicating both to your client and your group members is wholly important for 

success in situations like this one, where time is of the utmost importance. 

 

3. Stick to your timeline.  It will allow you to be more productive and meet goals as well as 

expectations.  This way, you won’t falter when you’re in the heat of the moment. 

 

4. Links to water-related documents listed on the VWRRC’s website are not always in a 

clean format.  Finding documents, procuring them, and cleaning their metadata is 

important for the future of VWRRC’s website.  It can never hurt to find more of these 

water links via improved searching methods; a web crawler such as Heretrix may be quite 

useful to expand upon this project. 
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Additional References 

 

Useful Java Libraries 

 

Jsoup: a Java library with sass.  Works great for manipulating HTML and has a nice clean 

interface for use.  Check out their website at http://jsoup.org/ 

OpenCloud: A Java library for generating and managing tag clouds; a great tool which is easy to 

use.  Check out their website at http://opencloud.mcavallo.org/  

 

 

Tutorials for Improving Website Design 

URL Rewriting: http://www.addedbytes.com/articles/for-beginners/url-rewriting-for-beginners/ 

Combining multiple Wordpress blogs using tags: http://blog.osmosio.com/merge-combine-

multiple-wordpress-blogs/  

http://jsoup.org/
http://opencloud.mcavallo.org/
http://www.addedbytes.com/articles/for-beginners/url-rewriting-for-beginners/
http://blog.osmosio.com/merge-combine-multiple-wordpress-blogs/
http://blog.osmosio.com/merge-combine-multiple-wordpress-blogs/

